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The following progr8Imn0S are des~ribed in this note. [,~"","
;i}

R.A.E. 134. Cle8l' a...~.

R.A.E. 135. Write up oloo:~ track.

R.A.E. 136. Read to drum.

R.jI~.E. 1~. S;Y":l~Ql'lron:tgQ =n enter progI'8l!Une.
,

'-~

R.A.E. 145, Part II. Punoh out drum in synchronism.

R.A.E. 160. Re-synchronise drum.

~ A brief note is given of the object of these programmes followed by their

~edification sheets.

g.A.E. 13~. Clear ..DI:-~.

This is run in at the beginning of the progr~e lllli~ediately after
the initial card. Zeros are written on e"/'ery track of the drum. This
is done when programme testing because R.A.E. 145 punches out non-zero
tracks only; clearing the drum prevents it from punching previous users'
data. WIlen j.nproduction it is still advi;:;able to use it in case
inconsistent results are being obtained in several runs of the S8II!e
progr8ff~e: it is helpf~ to know that the condition of the machine when
starting the programme was exactly the same in each run.

g.A_.E.125. YV~,iteCj,ockTr~k.

This writes a programme on to track 15//15~ If this is brol~ht
. down from the drWl, placed in D.L. 1 and entered in any minor oycJ.e1 1

within three major cycles D.L.1 is cleared and the programme ends on
~ 0,0-0,0,0 X in 10. It is used by R.A.E. 144 and 145.

! R.A.E. 136. Read to Dr1.1In.I - - -

. A triad of cards placed after this programme with P15 ana bP17 + 8P21
pUll c hod on the top row of the first card i,s read 0:-1 to track 'a/b.
1rhe triads following are read on to successive tracks until another
combination is punched on the top row. In addition a P31 is punched on
the first row of the last track to be ~ead; normal reading is resumed
after this triad. This programme supersedes that described in para-
graph 8.2 of the manual.

R. A. E .1 !¥Io 0 S-:rnchroni se .
Placed at the end of a progt'amme. It brings down the clock track

ana "synahronises" the drum - that is, it enters the clock track in
order to find which is minor cycle 0 - then brings down another track
into a delay line and enters it in a specified minor cycle. The
numbers of tho track, del~y line and minor cycle are punched by the user.
If the whole programme is read on to the drum~ the first track will bring
down other tracl:s to fill the delay lines ~~d start the programw.e.
During programme testing this is particularly usef'il, since it is only
necessary, to run in this card to re-start the programme. I
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